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1. Introduction

The purpose of this chapter is to provide overview of specific clinical interventions that can be used by rational-emotive and cognitive-behavioral therapists working with children and adolescents who are experiencing difficulties with anxiety. It is worth noting that anxiety disorders are among the most commonly occurring mental and emotional problems in childhood and adolescence. While a majority of publications focus on empirical research, there is still a need for articles that address clinical practices. REBT/CBT is, first and foremost, a system devoted to the practice of psychotherapy. Whether it is through articles focused on empirical research or clinical applications, the advancement of REBT/CBT is the ultimate goal.

An anxiety management curriculum for group counseling with children is presented. While there is considerable research on the effectiveness of REBT/CBT on the treatment of anxiety, there is significantly less when it comes to the application of these principles in a group setting. The research that is available has generally found positive results for anxiety management conducted in a group counseling setting. Nine discrete lessons are offered in this chapter. The lessons presented start by setting the stage for treatment by helping clients understand that they have the ability to change their thoughts which will lead to a change in their feelings. The connection between thoughts and feelings, which is indispensable in REBT/CBT, is the focus at the beginning of group. Helping clients understand what kinds of thoughts contribute to anxious feelings is also an important component of the process. Several lessons focus on practicing ways of minimizing or managing anxious feelings by using distraction, thought stopping, and rational emotive imagery. A lesson on systematic desensitization, modified for application with children, is also offered.

2. Rational-emotive and cognitive-behavioral interventions for children with anxiety disorders: A group counseling curriculum

Anxiety disorders are among the most common mental and emotional problems to occur during childhood and adolescence. According to the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services (1999), 13% of children and adolescents ages 9 to 17 experienced some type of anxiety disorder. In community samples of adult populations, the range of anxiety disorders was between 5 – 20% with a majority of the estimates lying above 10% (Costello & Angold,
Blanchard, et al., (2006) found that 36% of parents report concerns about the possibility of their children struggling with anxiety. If left untreated, anxiety disorders can persist into adulthood (Keller, et al., 1992, Pfeffer et al., 1988; Spence, 1988) which may in part explain why the lifetime prevalence rate for anxiety disorders is 28.8%, with a 12-month prevalence of 18.8% (Kessler, & Merikangas, 2004). The same study reported the most common subtypes of anxiety disorders to be specific phobia (12.5%), social anxiety disorder (12.1%), and post-traumatic stress disorder (6.8%).

Rational Emotive Behavior Therapy (REBT) is based on the theory that emotional disturbance is largely the result of illogical and irrational patterns of thinking (Ellis, 1962, 1994). Such ideas date back to the first century A.D. when the Stoic philosopher, Epictetus (1890) wrote, "Men are disturbed not by things but by the views they take of them." In other words, it is not external events alone that cause emotional disturbance, but those events plus a person’s perceptions and evaluations about them, as a good many ancient and modern philosophers have stated.

3. The philosophical underpinnings of REBT/CBT

Humans have a powerful predisposition or innate tendency to behave irrationally and self-defeatingly (Ellis, 1979). They have the tendency to avoid thinking things through, to procrastinate, to be overly suggestible, superstitious, and perfectionistic. But they, at the same time, are healthy constructivists, with powerful innate tendencies to solve practical problems of living, to be creative, and to grow and develop.

REBT/CBT theory states that humans also have a strong tendency to be influenced by their environment. This is particularly true during childhood, when their family, peers, and culture have an enormous impact on their beliefs, emotions, and actions.

One of the primary tenets of REBT/CBT is that thoughts, feelings, and behaviors interact and significantly affect each other. Thinking affects, and in some ways creates, an individual’s feelings and behaviors; their emotions have a very important effect on their thoughts and actions; and their actions distinctly influence their thoughts and feelings. If one of these processes are somehow altered the others are influenced as well (Ellis, 1962, 1994, 1999, 2000a, 2000b; Ellis & Dryden, 1997; Ellis & MacLaren, 1998).

REBT acknowledges that virtually all humans are basically hedonistic since people are born with a strong tendency to avoid pain, remain alive, and seek happiness. However, it distinguishes between long and short term hedonism in that it does not promote immediate and easy gratification at the expense of future gains.

A cardinal tenet of REBT/CBT is that all humans are fallible and have very many limitations. REBT/CBT encourages people to accept themselves as people that will now and probably forever make continual and numerous mistakes. It is important that they acknowledge their fallibility and still live happily by learning to accept themselves fully despite their limitations.

4. Goals of rational emotive and cognitive behavior therapy

1. To make clients more aware of their self-talk and internal dialogue and particularly of their self-defeating Beliefs, so that they will be able to think more rationally, clearly, logically and self-helpingly.
2. To teach clients to evaluate their thinking, feeling and behavior in order to experience more healthy emotions and fewer dysfunctions.

3. To teach clients the skills to use rational emotive behavioral principles so he or she will act more functionally and be better able to achieve his or her goals in life (Wilde, 1992).

Studies have compared CBT to other forms of treatment and found it to be an effective treatment for adults suffering from various anxiety disorders. Butler et al (1991) compared CBT to behavioral therapy (BT) with results showing a clear advantage for CBT over BT. Borkovec and Costello (1993) examined the efficacy of Nondirective (ND), applied relaxation (AR), and cognitive behavioral (CBT) therapies for generalized anxiety disorder (GAD). Results for AR and CBT were generally equivalent in outcome but superior to ND at post-assessment. A preliminary meta-analysis comparing CBT to pharmacological treatment found both offered efficacy to patients. The authors reported that CBT was associated with significantly greater effects on anxiety severity and was associated with clear maintenance of treatment gains (Gould, et al, 1997).


Rational-emotive and cognitive-behavior interventions have also been found to be beneficial in a host of other commonly occurring childhood problems such as low frustration tolerance (Brody, 1974); impulsivity (Meichenbaum & Goodman, 1971); poor academic performance (Block, 1978; Cangelosi, Gressard, & Mines, 1980), and depression (Wilde, 1994). Research also suggests that CBT is effective in the prevention of depression (Clarke, et al., 2001, Gilliam, et al., 1995) and in the improvement of self-concept and coping capabilities (DeVoge, 1974; DiGiuseppe, 1975; DiGiuseppe & Kassinove, 1976; Katz, 1974; Maultsby, Knipping & Carpenter, 1974; Omizo, Lo & Williams, 1986; Wasserman & Vogrin, 1979).

Finally, several studies have established cognitive-behavioral interventions to be effective in increasing rational thinking in children and adolescents (DiGiuseppe & Kassinove, 1976; Harris, 1976; Knaus & Bokor, 1975; Miller & Kassinove, 1978; Ritchie, 1978; Voelm, 1983; Wasserman & Vogrin, 1979; Wilde, 1997a).

5. An anxiety management curriculum for group counseling with children

While there is an abundance of research on the effectiveness of REBT/CBT on the treatment of anxiety, there is significantly less when it comes to the application of these principles in a group setting. The research that is available has generally found positive results for anxiety management conducted in a group counseling setting. Liber et al., (2008) determined that group counseling is an effective means of helping children and adolescents manage feelings of anxiety. There were no outcome differences for anxious children between individual and group treatments. Liber et al. (2004) compared an individual versus a group format in the delivery of a cognitive-behavioral therapy curriculum (FRIENDS) for children with anxiety disorders. Clinically referred children (aged 8 to 12) diagnosed with Separation Anxiety Disorder (n = 52), Generalized Anxiety Disorder (n = 37), Social Phobia (n = 22) or Specific
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Phobia (n = 16) were randomly assigned to individual (n = 65) or group (n = 62) treatment. Forty-eight percent of the children in the individual versus 41% in the group treatment were free of any anxiety disorder at post-treatment and 62% versus 54% were free of their primary anxiety disorder. Regression analyses showed no significant difference in outcome between individual and group treatment.

Maes and Heimann (1970) examined the relative effectiveness of client-centered, rational-emotive, and desensitization therapies in reducing test anxiety among high school students. Thirty-three subjects with high State anxiety but average or low Trait anxiety were selected. Each student was counseled from seven to eleven times during a five-week period by advanced graduate students. There were no significant differences between the four groups in the Spielberger State-Trait Anxiety Inventory (STAI); but significant differences at <.05 level were found in the predicted direction between group treatments and controls on criteria of galvanic skin response (GSR) and heart rate (HR). Post hoc analyses disclosed significance for the desensitization treatment group on GSR, and the rational-emotive treatment group on HR. Final analysis revealed differences only with the rational-emotive treatment group and controls on HR.

Wessel and Mersch (1994) examined the effectiveness of REBT and exposure in vivo on test-anxious adolescents. The treatment was more effective than a control waiting-list period in reducing test and social anxiety, the degree of anxiety experienced in individual anxiety-provoking situations, and the degree of avoidance of these situations.

6. The group counseling lessons

6.1 Lesson 1: Setting the stage
What follows are descriptions of a series of lessons to be used in a group setting with children experiencing difficulties with anxiety. These lessons were designed to be used in small groups of 6-10 clients but the ideas can easily be adapted for individual sessions. Initially it is important to set the stage by helping clients accept that improvement is only possible if they take ownership over their progress. What follows is an excerpt from the book *Hot Stuff to Help Kids Worry Less*.

We’re ready to get started except for one thing…the hard part. Are you ready to hear about the hard part? You had to know there had to be a catch, didn’t you? There’s always a catch. Okay, here it is. Since there really isn’t any magic in the world, you won’t feel differently if you don’t think and act differently. Your friends, parents, teachers, dogs, cats, and gerbils can’t make you feel better. We certainly can’t magically fix your life with a book, but we can help you learn some ideas and activities that have been proven to work. To feel better you’re going to have to actually do some of the things that will be suggested in this book. Your life won’t suddenly be perfect, but you’ll have the opportunity to learn some skills that will put you in charge of your feelings.

Over the years, I have worked with hundreds of students and they’ve had a lot of luck with the ideas I’m going to teach you. You can learn to have a happier life, but it will not be easy. If you work hard at the things in this book, you’ll probably feel better. If you don’t work hard, you probably won’t feel any differently. The choice is totally up to you. But keep in mind, you are also free to experience all the worries and unhappiness your heart can bear.

Learning to control your anxieties is like learning any new skill. It takes a lot of hard work and practice. There are absolutely no shortcuts, but the rewards are worth the effort. (Wilde, 2008, p. 14-15).
Sometime during the first session some type of anxiety instrument should be administered as a means of assessing the severity of the symptoms. A simple screening tool can also be introduced as a pre- and post-test to determine improvement. Below is a short screening instrument that can be used as such. It is not statistically validated and should only be used as a pre- and post-test measure.

6.1.1 The anxiety survey

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Strongly Disagree</th>
<th>Strongly Agree</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. If something bad might happen, I have to worry about it.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. I have no control over my worrying.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Worrying about something can keep it from happening.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. If what I worry about did happen, it would be the worst thing in the world.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. My worries have a “mind of their own” and can’t be managed.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. If what I worry about did happen, I couldn’t stand it.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Because I worry about things, it proves I’m worthless and weak.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. Worries never seem to go away. Once you’ve got them, you’re stuck with them.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TOTAL____________

6.2 Lesson 2: Thoughts and feelings

From an REBT model, it is vitally important that clients understand the connection between thoughts and feelings. The next activity is designed to help clients learn that thoughts influence, and largely control, feelings.

What follows is the story of “the blind student in the hall.” It is a commonly used story in REBT circles designed to illustrate the connection between thoughts and feelings.

Let’s pretend you were walking down the hall at school and somebody came up behind you and knocked all your books out of your hands. How would you feel? You’d start whistling a happy tune, right? No, seriously, how would you feel? If you’re like most people, you’d probably be angry or anxious or maybe both.

But when you turned around to see who hit your books, you realized it was a blind student who accidentally bumped into you. He couldn’t see where he was going and he bumped into you. Now how would you feel? Would you still feel angry and/or anxious? Probably not.

Here’s the important part. You still got your books knocked out of your hands so this event (having your books scattered) can’t make you feel anything. People would have different reactions to having their books knocked around. Some would feel angry, some would get anxious, and others would laugh it off along with everyone else. If events caused feelings, then everyone would feel the same way after the same events. But people don’t feel the same way about things. People tend to feel differently about events so the experiences don’t cause emotions. It must be something else.
That "something else" is your thoughts. Your thoughts, beliefs, and ideas determine your feelings...not the events. (Wilde, 2008, p. 31-32.)

The second part of the lesson is designed to provide clients with additional practice making the connection between thoughts and feelings.

Below is a list of thoughts. Your job is to match the feeling that would go with each thought. You’ll probably be able to do this pretty easily. Why? Because thoughts influence feelings. If they didn’t, your answers would be totally different from your friends but I’ll bet they’ll be mostly the same. Give this a try and see how it goes.

6.2.1 Thoughts and feelings
What type of feeling would you have if you thought:
"Oh, no...I didn’t know there was a test today."
Feeling________________________
"What do you mean I’m grounded?"
Feeling________________________
"I’m worthless. Everyone hates me."
Feeling________________________
"Life stinks."
Feeling________________________
"I hope my parents won’t forget to pick me up after basketball practice."
Feeling________________________
"It’s snowing hard right now. We might have a day off of school tomorrow."
Feeling________________________
"My mom and dad are having an argument."
Feeling________________________
(Wilde, 2008, p. 36-37).

6.3 Lesson 3: Focus on anxiety
At this point it is time to start the examination of a client’s anxieties. The following activity provides information about specific anxiety provoking situations as well as the intensity of the feelings related to that event or situation.

Below is a list of things that some kids worry about. Next to each item, check either “yes, I worry about it” or “no, I don’t worry about it.” If you checked yes, there’s another column where you can record your rating from 1 to 100. This rating is called a SUDs scale, which stands for “Subjective Units of Discomfort.” Scores closer to 1 mean you have less worries and scores nearer to 100 mean you have more worries. Your lowest score should be the item you have the least worries about and your highest score would be the event that you worry about the most.

6.3.1 My worry list

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Yes</th>
<th>No</th>
<th>SUDs Score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ghosts/Monsters</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thunderstorms</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spiders or other bugs</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Being away from my parents</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Doctors/Dentists</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Being made fun of</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Feeling left out by my friends
Getting hurt
A terrorist attack
Something happening to my parents
Tests at school
Doing poorly at school
Shots/Injections
Snakes
Feeling Pain
Fires
Burglars/robbers
Getting in trouble
The dark
Elevators
Escalators
Choking


6.4 Lesson 4: Where do worries come from?

This lesson is designed to help students understand how situations turn from a concern to an anxiety.

As we explained a little bit earlier, worries (and all other feelings) come from thoughts. But worries don’t come from just any thought. If you had the thought, “I love ice cream,” you wouldn’t feel anxious. Worries come from certain types of thoughts that are usually related to the possibility of something bad happening. Look over your “My Worries” list. Each item on the list could lead to something bad happening. For example, some kids are afraid of dogs because dogs could bite them. Others are afraid of being away from their parents because they’re worried something might happen to their moms and dads. So most worries have at least one thing in common. There is the potential for something bad happening.

But think about this, is there any event that doesn’t at least have the possibility of something bad happening? Wouldn’t it be possible to win the lottery and then get a really bad paper cut from the check? Couldn’t you get the bike you’ve always wanted and then wipe out? If your parents would let you eat all the ice cream in the world, you could get a severe case of “brain freeze.”

So where do worries really come from? They come from exaggerating the “badness” of the bad outcome. I know that’s not the correct way to say it but it seems to make sense to the kids I’ve worked with over the years. It’s making the badness even badder! It’s taking a bad event making it ten times worse by letting your imagination run away with you.

Now it’s time to apply this idea to your worries. If you have a #1 worry, write it down here. Think of a #1 worry as the thing that you worry the most about.

My #1 worry is:
_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________

Okay, time for the same drill. What are three things worse than your #1 worry?

1. ______________________________________________________________

2. ______________________________________________________________

3. ______________________________________________________________
The point of this exercise is to try to help you gain some perspective. Sometimes we get ourselves so worked up worrying about the possibility of a bad event that worrying about it is worse than when it actually happens! (Wilde, 2008, p. 42-43).

It is also important to acknowledge that some clients have anxieties related to events that, if they did transpire, would have a profound impact on their lives. The treatment of these anxieties must be addressed differently. Previously the goal was to help clients gain some perspective on the negative consequences of the event (it it were to occur). When the anxiety provoking event actually has the potential to be life-threatening, it is better to focus on the statistical improbability of the event actually occurring.

But for some of you, your #1 worry is something that would change your life forever like something bad happening to a parent or maybe a terrorist attack or a natural disaster. You probably won’t be able to list three things worse than your #1 (but try anyway). If this is you, your worries are coming from an entirely different place. Your worries are coming from exaggerating the possibility of the bad event really happening.

Let’s say your worries are related to another terrorist attack like the one that took place on 9/11. While a terrorist attack is always possible, the odds of you personally being harmed are incredibly slim. That’s because your brain gets stuck on a certain worries and completely ignores other potential dangers. For example, I’ll bet you didn’t know that there have been more than 50 people killed by falling vending machines since 1978. Yet, I’ve never met a single person who constantly worries about being crushed to death by a pop machine.

That’s sort of like people who are afraid to fly on planes. They know that they are much safer traveling by plane than by car but they are still worried. And you know why? Knowing something in your brain is much different than feeling it in your “gut.” When your brain and your “gut” get into a disagreement, your “gut” usually wins. At least for a few rounds until the brains gets better prepared (Wilde, 2008, p. 44-45).

6.5 Lesson 5: Distraction

The cardinal tenet of REBT is that emotions are not caused directly by events but are primarily the result of the thoughts and beliefs an individual has about the event. Therefore, if children are able to modify their thoughts about an event, they will change their feelings as well. One of the simplest and most effective techniques designed to bring about a change in thinking involves the use of a distraction technique (Wilde, 1997b; Wilde 1996b; Wilde 1995).

Distraction is not an “elegant solution” as Ellis would say. It does not involve a change in assessment of the event and, therefore, it would not be considered to be bringing about cognitive restructuring. Distraction, as the name implies, merely attempts to help children think of something other than their current situation. This is more difficult than it sounds because when children are getting anxious, the only thing they seem to be able to think about is the situation at hand. That is why clients need to decide what to think about before they start becoming anxious.

Encourage clients to pick “a scene” to use before they encounter the event they become anxious about. This memory should be either the happiest, funniest, or most relaxing scene they can remember. For example:

- A memorable day at the beach or on vacation
- The time they won a game
- A hysterically funny event from their past
- A memorable birthday party
Have clients take a few minutes and think about the distraction scene. You may need to help clients select the scene that fits their individual needs. Now they need to practice imagining this scene several times daily for the next few days or weeks. When clients have some free time have them close their eyes and picture their distraction scene. Clients should be advised to bring in all the details that they can possibly remember to make the scene vivid. What were the people wearing? What were the sounds they can remember? Were there any smells in the air? Encourage clients to create scenes in their minds just like watching a videotape of the event. It can also be helpful to have them draw their distraction scene and then explain it to the therapist. The idea is to switch to this distraction scene when the clients find themselves getting anxious. Instead of focusing on the situation they are getting anxious about, they are to concentrate on their distraction scene. Instead of getting anxious before an important examination in school, they are to concentrate on the distraction scene until the feelings start to subside. Whenever they feel themselves getting anxious, they are to switch to their scene. It is impossible for clients to think of a distraction scene and still become anxious. Since anxiety is produced by beliefs, thinking about a funny or happy memory will keep them from getting upset or minimize the intensity of the emotions.

6.6 Lesson 6: Rational emotive imagery
What follows is an example of how the imagination game or rational-emotive imagery (REI) can be used with children and adolescents who have anxiety problems. Ellis (1994; 1979) and Wilde (1995; 1996a; 1997b) have used REI extensively in the treatment of anxiety and anger problems. This technique is most effective if there is a particular situation (i.e., certain social situations, public speaking, separation from parents) in which anxiety is likely to occur. Start by having the child vividly describe the troublesome scenario. Get as many details as possible about the sights, sounds, and events in this situation. Then have the child get as relaxed as possible in his or her chair with both feet on the floor. Spend several minutes describing relaxing images until you can see the behavioral manifestations of relaxations starting to appear. The use progressive relaxation techniques with the successive contracting and relaxing of various muscle groups can be very helpful. After the client appears to be sufficiently relaxed, start with the following dialogue.

Therapist: Anna, I want you to listen very closely to what I’m going to tell you. I want you to be aware only of my voice and focus on what I say. Try to block everything else out of your mind for the time being. Imagine you are back in your classroom and students are taking turns reading aloud. Picture the room in your mind. See all the posters on the walls and everything else that is in your class. Now go ahead and let yourself feel like you do when it’s reading time. Feel all the anxiety you felt back then. Stay with that scene and try to feel just like you felt in the class. When you feel that way, wiggle your finger and let me know you’re there.

(Author’s note - It’s a good idea to look for behavioral signs confirming that the child is actually feeling anxious. The jaw may tighten, eyebrows frown and many children will shift or squirm in their seats.)
Stay with that feeling. Keep imagining that you are in your classroom.
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(Author’s note - Allow the child to stay in this state for approximately 20 to 40 seconds. Remind him or her to mentally stay in the situation.)

Now I want you to keep thinking you are in the class but I want you to calm yourself down. Stay in the classroom in your mind but try to calm down. Instead of being very upset, try to get calmer. Instead of being really anxious, try to work toward feeling calmer. Keep working at it until you can calm yourself down. When you can make yourself calm, wiggle your finger again.

Usually students can reach a state of relative calm within a fairly short period of time. Once a child has wiggled his or her finger, it is time to bring him or her back to the here and now. Simply say something like, "Okay, now open your eyes." Next ask, "What did you say to yourself to calm yourself down?" If the child was able to calm down, he or she had to be thinking some type of rational coping statement. The only other way to calm down would be to mentally leave the situation (i.e., no longer visualize the classroom). This usually doesn’t happen but if it does, try the exercise over encouraging the child to keep imagining the scene but working to calm down.

After completing the imagination game students should then be able to state the thought that allowed them to calm down. A typical calming thought that might have been produced from the above scenario would be, "Even though I don’t read well, it’s not that big of a deal. It doesn’t mean I’m a bad person. Other students have problems reading aloud.”

Once the child has produced a rational coping statement, write it down. Now he or she can practice this mental imagery several times a day and use this same calming thought each time. In effect, this technique allows kids to mentally practice dealing with a difficult situation in a new, more productive way. It’s very important that they practice REI on a regular basis if they are going to learn to handle their anxiety in a more productive fashion. Usually children can learn to do the Imagination Game by themselves after having been led through the technique a few times by the therapist. It is also possible to make a tape recording of this intervention for the child to use at home as some students like using the tape rather than leading themselves through this technique. Both can be effective if used regularly.

6.7 Lesson 7: Thought stopping

Ever since Joseph Wolpe (1958) first published descriptions of thought-stopping techniques, clinicians have been applying these types of interventions. There has been a plethora of case studies published over the years claiming reductions in anxiety symptoms with both adults and children. However, the results of experimental investigations have been inconsistent. Several of these studies have suffered from methodological shortcomings such as the lack of a control group or no follow-up analysis to determine if results have been maintained.

The general framework for teaching clients to use thought-stopping techniques follows a progression that begins with the therapist being more overtly involved and gradually diminishing involvement until the client is able to use the intervention independently. This interventions starts by having clients imagine the anxiety-provoking situation and vocalizing their thoughts. When clients first utter an irrational anxiety-producing thought such as, “If I did a bad job of reading in front of the class, I’d die,” the therapist shouts, “Stop.” Practice this first step until clients report that the therapist shouting, “Stop” interrupted their irrational thinking. The second step involves having clients merely think of the anxiety-provoking situation and signal the therapist whenever they were thinking an irrational thought. Upon observing the signal, the therapist again shouts, “Stop.”
The problem with most thought stopping interventions is that they stop at this point. Clients can learn how to stop a disturbing thought but unless they can replace the anxiety-producing thought with a rational cognition, the original thought will quickly return. The next important step involves having clients think about positive, rational and/or calming thoughts that could substitute for the anxiety producing thought. Clients are taught to imagine the anxiety-provoking situation and when they began to think irrational thought they are to say their rational coping statement aloud. Once again, practice this until clients report that they are able to consistently reduce their anxiety to a manageable level. The use of a self-report scale (such as the subjective units of discomfort scale) with a range from 1-10 can be helpful to quantify the intensity of their emotions. The final step involves having clients practice transferring the rational coping statement from an overt statement to internal dialogue. Now they are to merely think their rational coping statement whenever they notice they are beginning to feel anxious.

6.8 Lesson 8: Systematic desensitization
This lesson teaches the clients how to use gradual exposure and relaxation as a means of learning to manage specific phobias.

One of the most common ways to get over a specific anxiety is to start by approaching the problem slowly. You know, taking small steps toward your goal until you are better able to manage the anxiety. Mental health professionals call this systematic desensitization and it is used a lot with kids and adults who have difficulties with anxiety.

If you were afraid of the water, there are a number of ways you could try to conquer your anxiety. You could get in a boat, drive out into the middle of a lake, and jump in. That would be one approach but probably not the best one. You could also start by using a pool. At first, you might need to stand on the deck of the pool and not actually go near the water. After you were able to stand on the deck without being too anxious, maybe you could slowly wade into the water. Maybe you’d have to start the wading in the baby pool. Each day you could go a couple of inches deeper and stay there until you were able to relax. With enough time and plenty of support, you’d eventually be able to go all the way into the water. That’s the way systematic desensitization works and we’re going to try to help you understand how to apply it to your worries.

One of the first things to do is create a “Fear Thermometer” which is kind of like the SUDs scale. You start by listing the things that you get a little anxious about (like standing on the side of the pool), and you keep going up the thermometer until you list the things you are very anxious about (jumping in the deep end of the pool). The thermometer goes from 1 to 100 so for each event you have to give it a score (or temperature).

Using the pool example, a Fear Thermometer might look like this:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Event</th>
<th>Temperature</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Jumping into deep end without life jacket</td>
<td>99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jumping into deep end with life jacket</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wading in chest deep water</td>
<td>75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wading in waist deep water</td>
<td>65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wading in knee deep water</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Walking into the water at a pool</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Walking into the water at the baby pool</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standing on the deck of a pool</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Looking at a pool 10
Seeing people swimming on video 5
So the plan would be to start at the bottom with video of people swimming. While watching the video, you would repeat a self-calming statement while doing rational-emotive imagery just like we practiced a few pages ago. It might be a self-calming statement like, “I am safe. Nothing bad is going to happen to me in the water” or something like that. Some people use a mental picture of a relaxing event (like clouds floating across the sky) and when they start to feel anxious, they switch to that image. Feel free to experiment to determine which one works best for you. When you can look at that video of someone swimming without feeling overwhelmed by worries, it is time to move to the next event on the Fear Thermometer. You keep using the same set of procedures until you can reach the top of the Fear Thermometer.

Now, it’s time for you to make your own Fear Thermometer. I used eight lines but if you need more, feel free to take out a separate sheet of paper.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Event</th>
<th>Temperature</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Write down your self-calming statement or calming mental image you will use to relax here.
_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________

Remember, start at the bottom and when you are able to “manage” that situation without feeling too much anxiety, move up the list. This will take time so be patient. Sometimes it will take weeks and even months to work through your list. Don’t expect to master the list overnight (Wilde, 2008, p. 58-62).

**6.9 Lesson 9: Worry brain vs. calm brain**

This lesson is to determine if clients have mastered the skill of understanding the difference between 1) a rational thought and 2) an irrational exaggeration. Clients are challenged to come up with both for this lesson.

I call this “Worry Brain vs. Calm Brain.” It can be used with any situation you get anxious about but it’s a good idea to use it with the one you’ve been having the most trouble with. Below are two
sets of brains. Your job is to write a "Worry Brain" thought and a "Calm Brain" thought in the lines provided.
Let's use the example of being afraid of storms to illustrate what you are supposed to do. In this scenario, you have just seen that the sky is turning dark. The worry brain thinks, “Oh no, it might thunder and lightning and that would be terrible.” The calm brain thinks, “Well, there might be a storm but that wouldn’t be the worst thing in the world. I’m safe here inside.” Next, the worry brain thinks, “It could turn into a tornado and come right at the house.” The calm brain thinks, “It could turn into a tornado but it never has before. In fact, in the history of our town, there’s never been a single house hit by a tornado. The odds are that I’ll be safe.” Do you see how it works? This will give your calm brain a chance to practice overpowering your worry brain. Select a situation you get anxious about and practice writing both "Worry Brain" thoughts and then countering that with a "Calm Brain" answers. Give it a shot! Feel free to take out a blank piece of paper and practice this "Worry Brain vs. Calm Brain” all you want. It’s easy once you get the hang of it.

1. Worry Brain Thought ____________________________________________________________

1.a. Calm Brain Thought ____________________________________________________________

2. Worry Brain Thought ____________________________________________________________

2.a. Calm Brain Thought ____________________________________________________________

(Wilde, 2008, p. 66-67)

7. Summary

Anxiety problems are among the most commonly diagnosed mental and emotional problems to occur during childhood and adolescence. Research suggests that if left untreated, many children will struggle with anxiety later in life. The interventions discussed in this article are relatively brief and are designed to be used in a group counseling setting. While there is an abundance of research on the effectiveness of REBT and CBT on the treatment of anxiety, there is significantly less when it comes to the application of these principles in a group setting. The research that is available has generally found positive results for anxiety management conducted in a group counseling setting. The lessons presented in this chapter start by setting the stage by helping clients understand that they have the ability to change their thoughts and thus, change their feelings. The connection between thoughts and feeling—essential when using REBT/CBT—is stressed in the beginning of group. Helping clients understand what kinds of thoughts contribute to anxious feelings is also an important component of the process. Several lessons focus on clients practicing ways of minimizing and managing anxiety are also presented (distraction, thought stopping, rational emotive imagery). Finally, a lesson designed to allow clients to practice using systematic desensitization is offered.
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Anxiety, whether an illness or emotion, is a term with historical roots even in the Bible, but it was not popular until the modern age. Today, we can group, diagnose and treat several anxiety disorders to an extent, but the assessment of symptoms and severity, dealing with resistant conditions, new treatment modalities and specific patient population, such as children, are still the challenging aspects of anxiety disorders. This book intends to present anxiety disorders from a different view and discuss a wide variety of topics in anxiety from a multidimensional approach. This Open Access book addresses not only psychiatrists but also a broad range of specialists, including psychologists, neuroscientists and other mental health professionals.
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